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A Message From The Founder
I have experienced many joys in my life… very few come close to the joy of bringing the
Music Business Academy for Africa to fruition. What started as a search for employees
in 2016 has led me through multiple iterations to what we now know as MBA for Africa.
We started on Twitter with the Music Business Series with Godwin Tom, #MBSWithGT.
Then in 2017, I travelled across the continent to meet young music business
enthusiasts to truly understand what makes us different from each other and what
makes us the same. More importantly, I wanted to know how we could create a bridge
that connects the continent… its peculiarities and similarities. I did not know how, but I
decided to start. Now we are here!
Over 190 students from over 33 cities across the world (mostly from Africa), learning
and practising at the same time. Five talents going through artist development and
releasing two EPs. Over 40 music business guests from across Africa and the world. A
dream that started as a need to share information has now become the most advanced
music business programme on the African continent.
We built a community strengthened by competence, leadership, and compassion. I am
proud of the students who have come through this programme. Some have created
alliances and companies together… Some have hired the services of their colleagues…
Some now work for labels and are doing amazing work, and a few have been employed
by my company. This is the impact we are focused on creating… Giving young people
the information they need to create or identify opportunities that will change their lives
and the lives of their colleagues. We are doing this yearly and this yearbook is a story of
what we are doing at the Music Business Academy for Africa!
This yearbook tells a story of growth, and how bright the future of the African music
industry can be.
Sincerely,

Founder
Music Business Academy for Africa

About MBA for Africa
The Music Business Academy for Africa is a platform dedicated to
developing a more informed and empowered workforce for the African
Music and Entertainment industry.
MBA for Africa started as an internship Programme in 2017 and then
became a Talent Management Training Programme. As music from the
African continent continued to penetrate global markets, we saw an
increase in interest for music business education and the Music Business
Academy for Africa was born in 2020.
Our mission is to develop a foolproof vocational programme that is
adapted to the African market but with a clear understanding of global
best practices. This is why we brought in some of the best brains in the
business as faculty.

The 2021 Team

Godwin Tom
Founder

Luther Oruye

Uduak Ekpedeme

Itoro Nehemiah

Frances Chioma Okoro

Administrative Assistant

Media Design

Executive Assistant

A&R Assistant

MBA 2020
The Music Business Academy for Africa is a platform dedicated to developing a
more informed and empowered workforce for the African Music and
Entertainment industry.
MBA for Africa started as an internship Programme in 2017 and then became a
Talent Management Training Programme. As music from the African continent
continued to penetrate global markets, we saw an increase in interest for music
business education and the Music Business Academy for Africa was born in
2020.
Our mission is to develop a foolproof vocational programme that is adapted to
the African market but with a clear understanding of global best practices. This is
why we brought in some of the best brains in the business as faculty.

MBA 2021
In 2021, we decided to go bigger. MBA for Africa ‘21 was a partnership between
iManage Africa, a talent and events management company, and MusicAlly, a
global music business knowledge and skills company. In collaboration with
Carlos Chiniros Ph.D. of the New York University's Music Business Program, we
developed a global program. This three-way alliance brought a programme of
global industry standards to Africa for the FIRST TIME. 6 modules, 24 classes, and
36 contact hours. We saw the need for real life experience. We introduced an
exciting element called the “Talent Project” where we selected five (5) new talents
from across the continent. The students were broken into five (5) groups and
each group represented and developed one of the five (5) talents each.
The objective of this project was to ensure that the students can practice the
things they learned as the program progressed. It was a hands-on approach and
the plan was to see actual results in each artiste’s development, music sales, and
social media growth amongst other things that were used as the benchmark for
growth.

The Faculty
Addy Awofisayo
Leader, YouTube Content Partnerships in
Sub-Saharan Africa
Abuchi Peter
CEO, Chocolate Music
Ade Bantu
Founder, Brother’s Keeper Frontman, Bantu
Jimi Aina
Director, New Growth Areas at Lagos Internal
Revenue Service
Justin Ige
Principle, Creative Legal
Efe Omorogbe
Co-Founder & CEO, Hypertek Digital
Ibukun Abidoye
EVP of Music, Chocolate Music Limited
Dr. Carlos Chirinos
Associate Professor at New York University
Munyaradzi Chanetsa
Founder, Kreeyate Africa / A&R Manager,
Africa for Sony ATV Music Publishing, South
Africa
Nothando Migogo
Executive Director & Co-Founder, Sosela /
Director, 1020 Management
Olayinka Ezekiel
General Manager, Digital Music Commerce
and Exchange Limited / COO, Amplifihub
Angela Ndambuki
Regional Director, IFPI, Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA)
Osafile Oladotun
Events Project & Production Manager
Alimah Demola-Seriki
Associate Counsel In The Corporate And
Commercial Practice Group, Dentons ACASLaw
Fawehinmi Oyinkansola
President, Digital Music Commerce and
Exchange Limited / Founding Partner,
Technolawgical Partners

Jean-Elie Ilunga
International Partner Manager for Africa and
Middle East, PRS For Music
Ojewale Kikelola
Senior Associate, Dentons ACAS-Law
Komolafe Olatokunbo
Senior Counsel in the Corporate and Commercial
Practice Group, Dentons ACAS-Law
Olumide Mustapha
Senior Associate, Dentons ACAS-Law
Osaze Ebueke
Senior Manager, MTN / Member, National
Institute of Marketing (NIM) / Member, Nigerian
Institute of Public Relations (NIPR)
Wale Kalejaiye
Music Artist Agent
Yemisi Falaye
Senior Associate, Dentons ACAS-Law
Otu-Ekong Ukoyen
Senior Associate Lead, Brand Protection and
EGM
Chaz Jenkins
Chief Commercial Officer, Chartmetric
Nikita Chauhan
Founder, TranslateNC
Obinna Agwu
Music Enthusiast, A&R, and Talent Manager
Kushal Patel
Head, Training, Music Ally
Marlen Huellbrock
Head, Digital Marketing, Music Ally
Patrick Ross
SVP, Digital Strategy, Music Ally
Chuka Obi
Andreas Katsambas
President - Strategy Marketing & Operations at
Chartmetric
Asa Asika
Co-Founder, The Plug Entertainment
Edi Lawani
Entertainment Business Entrepreneur

The Women’s Fund
Our goal with the Women’s fund was to increase female participation in the
programme and ultimately in the music industry.
Before our test run in 2020, only 8% of women participated in our training
programme. In 2020, Godwin Tom set up a small personal fund supported by
friends to increase participation to 18%. This showed that with more support, it
was possible to encourage more women to participate in the growth of the
music industry. So in 2021, our founder aimed for what seemed impossible. To
increase female participation from 18% to 40%. Well… seemed impossible until
we announced it.
After announcing this audaciously, we received support from our amazing
friends in the industry such as Tega from Mavin and Modele among others who
supported by sponsoring women and organisations such as Sterling Bank and
Audiomack sponsored 20 women each to the programme.
We hit our goal… and we are glad we did. Four of the six executive team
members of the 2021 cohort were women. Most of the department heads and
students who stepped up into leadership positions were women and we owe a
large part of the success of the programme to them.
Watch some of the #WomenOfMBA videos

The Curriculum
Students participating in the program were classified into two categories:
— Students who registered for the full 6-module program (FP)
— Students who registered for one or more individual modules (IM).
Each module covers several topics presented to students via Introductory Class
Videos, Live Sessions with guest faculty from across the globe, Quizzes, Live
Review Sessions, and Summarized Class Notes.
The curriculum contained the following modules:
Module One: Introduction to Music Business in Africa
Module Two: Business Structure of the Music Business Industry
Module Three: Music and the Law
Module Four: A&R and Music Development
Module Five: Marketing Management
Module Six: Events and Touring

Classes & Live Sessions
The MBA for Africa Programme has an established reputation for excellence. It
provides a comprehensive and rigorous treatment of key areas of the Music
business such as; the recording industry, the publishing industry, the interactive
industry, and the live industry. It is appropriate for intending students, interested
in careers and businesses across the music business and other similar sectors in
the entertainment industry.
MBA For Africa ’21 was a partnership between iManage Africa, a talent and
events management company, and Music Ally, a global music business
knowledge and skills company. In collaboration with Professor Carlos Chiniros
(PhD) of the New York University’s Music Business Program, we are developing a
global program and curriculum with an African focus. This three-way alliance
brought a program of global industry standards to Africa for the first time in
history regarding the music business. The Programme consists of six (6)
modules, Twenty four (24) Classes, and a total of thirty-six (36) contact hours.

The Talent Project
The music business academy for Africa is a vocational programme but we
wanted to ensure that it was practical as possible. How could we make sure that
we can give people a chance to not only learn but to also practice what they
learnt.
Imagine 170+ people broken into 5 groups that are working with 5 artistes and
10 composers to create 2 EPs.
This is what we were able to achieve!

The 5 Groups
Alpha Entertainment Group
Atlas Music Group
Disruptors Music Group
Emergence Music Group
Music Lifestyle Group

The Merge
The idea of the merger was simple. We needed to educate and train people but to do
that for over 170 to 190 people, we had to teach in groups and that was what we did
with the groups and talent projects. We taught students about organisational clarity
and setting up systems, processes and branding (in groups). Each group had people
with unique skills and we believed that all the talents would benefit from bringing all
these people with amazing and unique skill sets into one group.
The reactions to this were mixed. A lot of people were shocked and the reason for this
(as we found out later on) was that for most people, their group had become their
family. They struggled to understand what we were trying to do by exposing them to
people with more skills they could use. Fortunately, a lot of students took advantage of
the merger to make magic for their talents. We will let them all tell you what they think
about it…
Initial thoughts...
“ …The merge came as a surprise. It was unexpected and arguably, the heaviest shock.
Initially, I didn't understand the need to merge but looking at the competitiveness of
each group members, I realized the same energy could be channeled towards building
one big empire, all for the benefit of the talents.”
“It was overwhelming at a point, maybe discouraging at some point because I had
gotten use to that little circle. Moving out of it wasn't the easiest.”
“… was a smart idea and the surprise element to it was a growing experience for
everyone but accompanied with growing pains.”

In the end…
“…The "Merge" gave me a glimpse of what it is like in the "real world"…”
“…the merge achieved the main focus of the program which is to practically train
students in different aspects of the music business.”
“…It challenged students to nurture new relationships and inspired contribution outside
of one’s comfort zone.”
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Lily Akagbosu
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COO
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The Departments
Label Services
Victor Onuoha, Head of Department
Akaamke Onen-Egbe, Bamidele Dada, Benjamin, Owoicho, Christine
Udousoro, Grey, Jennifer Anatulu, OG Ciki, Teriza Etukudo,
Ubokobong Umana

Management
Chinedu Ikpewujo, Head of Department
Abraham Oluwatosin Amusa, Adaobi C. Nwabuoku, Adetunji Michael
Adedotun, Atere Akinsanmi Oladapo, Ayomide Tajomavwo, Babatunde
Oluokun, Bemigho, Blessing Tenumah, Boboski Akassa, Bolouboere
Hilary Akemotubo, Chike Michael, Claire Lawal, Emmanuel, Omobolaji
Ibikunle, Godwill Odilu, Ifeoluwa Adediran, Joseph Abisola Ojo,
Michael Agodichima Iroegbu, Milaham Nanmet, Ndongesit Bassey,
Nkemjika Uduku, Obande, Roland Ezeaurukwe, Samuel Ibokoro, Selom
Yao Mawunyo, Venora Ashley Roberts, Gift Johnson, Wilson Ebuka
Nwokeke

A&R
Oluwakemisola Israel, Head of Department
Abbe Nosakhare, Adewale Adeyemi, Anny James, Arinze Paul
Nwabichie, Ayodeji Oseni
Babatunde Daramola, Duncan Sodala, Emmanuel Nwosu
Farida Bakrin-Ottun, Ganiu Quadri, Garick Gift Mbor, Gift Johnson,
Imabong Effiong-Akpan, Julian Tshuma, Kadishi Oliseh, Lindsey
Abudei, Nathalie Wemambu, Oluwafadehan Okpeyesi, Oluwamayowa
Adedayo Adeyemi, Oluwapelumi Gbotolorun, Peace Azuka, Pokyes
Jan, Raphael Solagbade, Rebecca, Chidinma Momah, Sixtus Namani,
Timothy Uwudia

The Departments
Marketing & Arts
Omada Elizabeth Agom, Project Manager
Aaliyah Tawasimi, Abidemi Ogungbemi, Akinseye Oke, Andrew Tomiwa,
Anwulika Ngene, Asmau Edes Ikuhoria, Barida Lucy Alawa, Dolapo
Oyelola, Eniola Onayemi, Enyichukwu Courage Onyema, Faboya
Theresa Fisayo, Gamaliel Sopulu Iyliegbuiwe, George Benedict Nyiam,
Ibukunoluwa Ogunmakin, Ismail Tiamiyu, James Ozoko, Jito, Kini-Abasi
Edet, Mark Ephraim, Miriam Abdul, Moteniola Oreoluwa Akingbade,
Olusola Akanbi, Oluwatosin Deba, Paul Azuma-Ayitey, Peter Ohemu,
Presh, Temitayo Ugochukwu Solanke, Timothy Ovie

Publishing
Benjamin Awokumaka, Head of Department
Ayodeji Odedeji, Doosuur Ahembe, Mayuyuka Kaunda, Uzor Daniel
Uwabuofu

Legal
Victor Ekpo, Head of Department
Moses Agegenu, Peter Adedayo, Rita Anwiri Chindah, Rosemary
Chiazor Ofoegbu, Tochi Joan Enyioma

The
Talents

AB Amarii

AB Amarii is a singer and songwriter who finds solace in her music
and calligraphy talents. She skillfully translates the best and worst
experiences in her head and body into glorious melodies and
harmonies on paper and on stage. AB Amarii’s stirring voice and
creative wordplay are uniquely her own, but have been inspired by a
childhood spent reading lyric books and formative years listening to
the likes of Asa, Tuface Idibia, and other artistes. AB Amarii believes
she has a responsibility to be completely herself and totally honest.
This authenticity can be heard and felt in her music.

Brum3h

Brum3h is a multi-talent singer, songwriter, producer, and guitarist.
He emerged top candidate at the MBA Talent Project 2021. His genre
could be described as afro-fusion/alte-R&B, and afro-soul. Brum3h’s
strengths lies in his ability to convey relatable messages, using
emotion driven lyrics, laced with melodic tunes that evokes a sense
of vulnerability to the messages he passes. This has earned him the
alias, “The Emo Boy''. Brum3h’s goals are to increase his Instagram
and TikTok following; secure more live performances & interviews
across Nigeria and West Africa; secure dedicated airplay of
Brum3h’s songs by a top Nigerian radio station.

Eikö

Eikö, who began her musical career under the stage name Glowin Ed,
is a songwriter, singer, and guitarist known on Instagram for making
covers of her favourite Nigerian artists’ music. With each single
released - from “For You”, to “Faraway”, and “Breathe” - Eikö
demonstrates her versatility, and that her afro soul and R&B roots
can be infused into any genre of music. She feels music is a very
spiritual way to communicate, because music doesn't just move the
body, it reaches the mind and soul. That’s why Eikö hopes people
will experience her music as therapy, and describe her as a kind of
musical therapist. She wants her music to help create a future that
is stronger in love despite the hate around and the lingering
weakness; a future of hope.

Maestrum

Maestrum is a recording artiste and songwriter based in Lagos,
Nigeria. He plays the guitar and believes that "every string played
tells a story". This graduate of Botany from FUNNAB started his music
journey in a church choir, then moved to freestyles with friends as
he played his guitar at his mom’s store. He began entering, and
winning, singing contests; performing live with bands, and doing
covers on social media. With his eclectic style, multi-genre sound,
and dynamic energy, he hopes to invigorate the music scene with his
unique brand. He wants to do more than make hit songs; Maestrum
wants to create magical moments with his music that touches the
lives of billions of people worldwide.

Philip Dobson

Philip Dobson is a Nigerian singer, songwriter, guitarist, and music
producer. His music and brand reflect the rich African culture of his
childhood growing up in Jos. This is evident in the music Dobson
produces all the way down to his vocal delivery and fashion style. He
considers himself an “all rounder” with a unique sound that is
inspired by a range of musical styles, including pop, R&B, and soul.
Although first motivated by the attention it got him from girls,
Dobson continues to create music because it’s the only thing that
makes sense to him. Music puts a smile on his face and completes
Dobson.

Producers
Hcien

Pope Beats

Royel

SOCHEE

Supaboii

Songwritters
Ihcego

Mo'believe

Obehi Ruth Irabor

Tommy WÁ

Warsheep

The
EPs

Hearts On A Sleeve
As part of Talent Project for the 2021 MBA for Africa
programme, the 2021 cohort were tasked to produce an EP
project. With the earlier 5 record labels of the programme
merged into one organization, the students were divided into
key departments including A&R, Legal, Publishing, Management
and Arts & Marketing to see to the curation, production,
distribution, release and marketing of a joint EP.
The selected talents of the Talent Project - songwriters,
artistes and producers - worked together under the guidance
of the various departments to put together the EP. The
rationale behind this is to provide the students with hands-on
experience within a music company, record label and the music
industry as to what goes into music production, music project
management, artiste management and music marketing.

Hearts On A Sleeve
The five budding artistes selected for the Talent Project Brumeh, AB Amarii, Philip Dobson, Maestrum and Glowin Ed
(now Eiko) - for a few weeks were guided by the A&R
department to churn out amazing songs for the first EP titled
“Heart on a Sleeve''. They worked with a talented bunch of
producers including Daddii, Joshbeatz, Bonus Peters, Happyboy
Buba and Pope Beats to bring the project to fruition.
On the 15th of September, 2021, the 2021 cohort of the MBA for
Africa announced via a social media campaign the release
date for the Heart on a Sleeve EP and unveiled its artwork,
tracklist and pre-save link. Then on the 17th of September,
2021, the students of MBA for Africa put together a private
virtual listening of the EP and had some music industry
stakeholders as guests. It was a successful listening party that
got the students amped for the EP release and afforded the
different departments some tips from the industry guests to
fine tune plans for the release and promotion.

Hearts On A Sleeve
Hearts on a Sleeve EP was released globally on 22nd
September, 2021, via https://onerpm.lnk.to/HOAS-EP . ONErpm
handled the distribution of the EP and the marketing team
worked on playlist and promotion pitching to various DSPs,
radio and media. "Hearts on a Sleeve '' is a five track EP put
together by the 2021 cohort of the MBA for Africa and the five
emerging artistes signed to the Talent Project of the academy.
The five incredibly talented artistes chosen for the project
were all at the nascent stage of their music careers at the time
of the release.
Hearts on a Sleeve" EP captures emotional vulnerability as its
central theme with songs in different genres including
Afrobeats, Alternative/RnB, Afro-fusion, Soul and African Alte.
The EP details the different shades of love and how it is
expressed: it can be scary to say and show how we really feel.
When we are looking for love, picking up the pieces of a broken
heart or just need to step back. Eagerness means thirsty.
Softness is weak. But there’s strength in vulnerability, and
personal power too. So don’t be afraid to wear your “Heart On
A Sleeve”
After the release of the EP, the marketing and promotional
efforts of the students resulted in the EP amassing 10,000
streams across all platforms in a month and also registering 16
playlist placements on Boomplay, Spotify, Tidal and Gbedu. The
EP also had radio rotation support and interviews from a
number of radio stations in Nigeria including Rhythm 93.7FM
(Benin) and Independent Radio 89.7FM (Abuja) and other online
radio affiliates in and outside Nigeria. There were PR
opportunities that were arranged for the artistes by means of
interviews on digital media platforms.

MOMENTS
Following the preparation trail of the first EP, the selected
talents went to work on the second EP and produced a special
collection of songs fitting the moments shared across their
musical journey and the MBA for Africa programme for 2021 “Moments” EP.
Firstly, the students launched a crowdfunding campaign on 14th
October, 2021 with the goal of raising ₦8,000,000, or
approximately $19,448, to help cover the costs of finalising,
releasing and promoting “Moments” EP. The funds were also
meant to host the release party for the 2nd EP.
Thus, the students and the top 15 talents (recording artists,
song writers, and producers) were reminded of the terms of the
MBA Talent Project relative to the second EP. ONErpm handled
distribution, and splits were negotiated by representatives of
each artistes with the knowledge gained so far during the
program.

MOMENTS
Grammy-nominated Producer, Writer and Engineer, Brandon "Blue"
Hamilton, was announced as the mixing and mastering engineer for
the Moments EP on October 24 after which he held a special
production masterclass for the students and shared some
observations while mixing and mastering the EP.

Mastering Engineer
Brandon "Blue" Hamilton
Grammy-Nominated Producer

After consultation with distribution company ONErpm, on 10th
November, the release date for the second EP was moved from 19th
to 26th November, 2021. As a result, the Virtual Listening Session
scheduled for 17th November was canceled and changed to a Live
Listening Session which was held after the Graduation Party on the
20th November, 2021. The session included interviews with and live
performances by the MBA Talent Project Top 5 recording artists (live
stream recording). The artist formerly known as Glowin Ed was
publicly introduced by her new professional name, Eiko.
In preparation for the release of the second EP, “Moments”, the Top
5 recording artists participated in a Multi-day Talent Camp to:
create more content to help promote the new EP, complete
individual photoshoots, receive guidance on various topics including
music royalties and plan or start to produce new music, both
individually and together.
MBA For Africa 2021 rolled out a social media campaign starting on
23rd November, that announced the global release date of the 2nd
EP, “Moments”, as 26th November, 2021 and shared the PreSave/Add link of the EP to different DSPs. The campaign also
included a daily countdown to release day where the BTS footage
from the 5 recording artistes and MBA students during the making of
“Moments” EP.

Graduation

Graduation
The event was hosted by Oluwakemisola Israel

A graduation ceremony is a ceremony in which degrees or diplomas
are awarded to graduates. The graduation ceremony for the 2021
cohort of the Music Business Academy for Africa is the first-ever
physical graduation to be held by the Music Business Academy for
Africa since its takeoff in 2020. The graduation ceremony brought
together a vast number of the freshly graduated Music Business
Execs held on the 20th November 2021 at The Freeme Space in Lekki.

Graduation

There’s no successful event without proper planning and a good
team behind the planning. The graduating students had a
“graduation committee” directly under the supervision of Godwin
Tom, the committee handled the planning of the ceremony, from
decorations, tickets set up with Tix Africa, logistics of flying the
MBA Talents selected from the Talent Project into Lagos, and then
facilitated their movements to and fro of the graduation venue, even
up to snacks and small chops, what is a Nigerian event without small
chops?

Graduation

The event kick-started with a welcome address from Godwin Tom, in
which he expressed his joy in seeing the students after over three
months of virtual classes. The faces of the graduating students
radiated so much happiness. Following up, a speech was delivered
by the Chief Legal Officer of the cohort - Ijeoma Ikokwu on behalf
of the Executives. The students then took turns sharing amazing
stories on how impactful the MBA has been on their careers and they
also described Godwin Tom in one word and

Graduation

Certificates were then disbursed to the graduates, broad smiles
filled up their faces as they walked up the stage to get their
certificates.
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TESTIMONIALS
Agengu Moses Oluwasegun Lagos, Nigeria
Entertainment Law

The honest truth is I started this program a novice, so many things
were unclear but so far a whole lot has gotten better, I know how to
do things differently now and what to do in every case. I have highly
benefited from this program and I am glad I was a part of history.
Thank You GT!
Timothy Ovie Lagos, Nigeria
Content Writer

This the best course have taken in my entire career both in music
and technology. The in-depth and support system is second to none.
I've grown from having just a little knowledge in the music industry
to understanding how things works. Looking forward to the next
phase of my career and happy I'm equipped to face it.
Imabong Effiong-Akpan Lagos, Nigeria
Banker and A&R

Joining this program with a scholarship was a dream comes true. I
have always been passionate about A&R and artist management.
MBA has empowered with the necessary skills and direction to take
the steps I knew i wanted to take but never knew how to go about it.
I would recommend this program to anyone who wants to grow in the
music industry.
Ayomide Tajomavwo Winnipeg, Canada
Artiste Management

The MBA has been an amazing journey, it came at a point when I
needed a whole lot of practical and theoretical knowledge about
the music business and I got just that with an amazing network as
well. Amazing relationships were formed here that could go for
years, I definitely got my money's worth and more.

Sandra Brown Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania
Talent Manager

MBA Academy for Africa 2021 has been a great learning and
awakening experience for me. It has given me more clarity and
confidence in what I do and even opened up a lot of opportunities
for me in the business, I managed to get a job at a major Music
Distribution company here in East Africa (Ziiki Media) and it’s all
credited to the MBA Academy 2021 program. I am more confident in
what I do now because of the program.

Our Partners

(Official partners for the 2021 Music Business
Academy for Africa)

Our Partners
(Sponsorship for 20 women each for the
MBA for Africa Programme)

Our Partners
(Media partners)

(Production partner for the MBA)

